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Interact Club Activity
To instill the virtue of humanity, social service and altruism, the Interact Club of the school
celebrated New Year with Udayan Ghar (Children’s Orphanage Home under Udayan Care) by
organising an online event which consisted of exhilarating activities such as Freeze Dance, Dumb
Charades, Magic Show, Scavenger Hunt etc. Children were thrilled to meet their online mates and
enjoyed participating in all the activities.

Offline School Resumed
On January 18, the school campus reopened post the Covid-19 pandemic for the students of
Classes X and XII. Class X students appeared for their pre-board examination in school and Class
XII has been attending regular classes following all the safety measures required for social distancing.
Teachers encouraged students to revise and refresh knowledge through practical experiment in
laboratories and study each chapter of each subject thoroughly to fill the gaps of online learning.
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Inter School Competitions
Our students participated in the Inter School Event, Khoj Fest organised by Indirapuram Public
School from January 10-16. Vibhor Sharma of V A participated in Hasya Kavita Vachan and recited a
humourous poem. Mohd. Faaz Bin Hussain participated in Xpressive Troopers Posters and
displayed his designing skills. Dayyan Ansari, Aleen Kaur Anand and Madhav Sharraf of VIII D
participated in Planners on Mission: Ad Mad Competition. Tanvika Kandimalla, Vyoma Bansal and
Devanshi Das of Class VIII took part in Sci-o-Gambit and Nabiha Mahfuz of XI E participated in
Insurgent Sweep: Turncoat Competition.
On January 12, Shubhr Arora of XI E participated in an Inter School Competition, Viveka Darpan
organised by ASN Senior Secondary School and presented a dramatic monologue by playing the role
of Swami Vivekananda.
On January 20, our students participated in the Inter School Event, Panchtatva Fest organised by
ASN Senior Secondary School. Simra Khan of Class III took part in 'Waste to Wonder' and designed
a unique piece of art. Hamida Hasan Farahi of V A narrated a tale in 'Fabulous Fables'. Arsh Dwivedi
of IV B participated in 'Creative Canvas' and Simran Ali of IV A showcased her communication skills
in 'Communique'.
Special Assemblies
The school conducted a special assembly on the Indian Army Day on January 14. Students gave
speeches and recited poems that invoked a feeling of patriotism and respect towards our warriors.
The school conducted a special assembly to celebrate the 72nd Republic Day on January 26. Students
sang and performed on various patriotic songs and elaborated on the Indian Constitution with
PowerPoint presentations. Children enacted the roles of freedom fighters and presented dramatic
monologues. The assembly concluded with the National Anthem.
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"The presence of the nation stands on the foundation that has been laid on the lives of the freedom
fighters. These martyrs sacrificed their lives to ensure that the future generation gets the freedom
from chains of slavery.” The school conducted a special assembly on Martyrs' Day on January 30.
The life story of Mahatma Gandhi was shared through a video followed by students singing various
patriotic songs. Students gave inspiring speeches honouring the martyrs and pledged to serve the
nation.
Theatre in Education
On January 27, the Department of Third Languages held the theatre in education activity on the
dramatization of poetry for Classes VI-VIII. Students performed on poems in French, Sanskrit,
Spanish and German such as “Le Cancre” et “Le Déjeuner du Matin'' by Jacques Prevert and
“Demain dès L'aube” by Victor Hugo, Au Clair de la Lune, Karmayoga in the Bhagavad Gita, the first
poem of Valmiki, the hard work of Indian farmers and Chanda Mama poems,Nicht Alles was Gold ist
funkelt” by J.R.R. Tolkien, ‘Schicke mir ein Blatt’ by Bertolt Brecht, ‘Nachtgedanken’ by Heinrich
Heine, ‘An die Freude’ by Friedrich Schiller and ‘Erlkönig’ by Johann von Wolfgang, Que le pasó a
maria, Paco el chato, Debajo de un botón. They used exotic costumes and props and presented
well.
Department Presentations
On January 15, the History Department gave a presentation on 'Women of the Medieval Period: It
involved a discussion on perception of women in Medieval India and Europe, with an understanding
of family structures, depiction of women in literature, comparison of 21st century India and the
world, gender equality and the role played by schools.
The Home Science Department gave a presentation on Food Adulteration on January 22. The
discussion was centred around a brief history of food adulteration, types of adulterants and their
harmful effects, economics of adulteration, laws to prevent adulteration and the role of consumers
in preventing this menace. Some practical tests were demonstrated to find out adulteration in
products such as milk, tea leaves and spices.
Teachers' Skill Enhancement
On January 12, the English Department coordinators attended the SAE online Teachers' Reading
Programme. The coordinators of Cambridge School Greater Noida presented their analysis of 'A
Thousand Splendid Suns' by Khalid Hosseini. It was followed by a general discussion on the book's
themes such as gender relations, female friendship, love and loyalty.
On January 16, the Psychology department attended a webinar organized by Cambridge School
Indirapuram on practicing and imparting positivity. The session was facilitated by Ms. Atipriya, PGT
Psychology and Varnika Rastogi, School Counselor. The session addressed the nature of negative
thoughts, how they impact us and what can be done to minimize their effects.
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Mrs. Kumud Kumar and Mrs. Namita Srivastava attended a demo session on the Interactive
Intelligent Panels on January 22 organised by Cambridge School, NFC. The demonstrated panels
included Senses Digital Panel and Sharptech. These were equipped with the latest technology and
tools such as bluetooth, wifi, voice enabled remote, IR sensors etc. to modernise classroom
learning.
The Principal, Ms. Seebaluck attended a webinar on January 22 on the New National Education
Policy organised by CBSE. It addressed the reforms in the curriculum and board exams with
emphasis on experiential learning and critical thinking.
An Online Hands-On Program on ‘Revision Strategies to Ace Assessments in 2021’ was organised
by Orangeslates.com on January 24 and the resource person was Ms. Navinder Kaur Ruprai. The
webinar explored some engaging revision strategies that educators can help students with to ensure
effective learning and improve their performance in the exams. Ms. Rachana Chattopadhyay,
Mrs. Suparna Saha, Mrs. Ritu Khanna, Ms. Supriya Mukherjee, Mrs. Kajori Nandi and Mr. Varun
Kumar attended this webinar.
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